
  

Routemap to HM&S in Graz Andritz

If you want to visit us at our new office at Rotmoosweg 52 in Graz, you could either travel by plane or 
train and busses as well as go by car:

 

 

via airplane

Many city-airports like Vienna, Frankfurt, Zurich, Munich, Duesseldorf, Hannover, as well as Klagenfurt,
Salzburg, Innsbruck or Linz provide connections to Graz-Thalerhof twice a day. Once arrived at the airport
in Graz you could go by taxi (which will take you about 30-45 minutes). The fees well be about � 25.

 

Further information concerning recent flights or connections are availble at the airports' homepage
(http://www.flughafen-graz.at) or can be directly obtained from:

     Flughafen Graz Betriebsgesellschaft m.b.H.
A-8073 Feldkirchen / Graz
Tel: +43 (0)316 2902 - 0

 

 

via train, bus and tramway

Between Vienna and Graz trains are gooing nearly hourly. The journy takes about 2 hours and 40 minutes.
Once arrived at Graz central station(Hauptbahnhof) busses and trams are available.

 

From Hauptbahnhof in Graz you may go by tram Nr.3 (to Krenngasse) or Nr.6 (to St. Peter
Schulzentrum). Both of them have a stop at Graz Hauptplatz where you will have to change to another
tram, which is Nr.4 or Nr.5 (to Andritz). You will have to go on by one of these trams until terminus 
Endstation Andritz, whereyou have change to the bus Nr.41 (to Dürrgrabenweg / Kreuzberg).

 

It is also possible to go by bus directly from the central station Graz Hauptbahnhof. You will have to
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take the bus Nr.53 (to Stattegg-Fuss der Leber) until stop Andritz. There you will also have to change to
bus Nr.41 (to Dürrgrabenweg / Kreuzberg).

 

Shortly before the terminus of bus Nr.41 you have to get off at the stop �Rotmoosweg�, where you can
see a SPAR supermarket at the crossing. Go back aproximately 30 meters and at the crossing turn left into
the Rotmoosweg (uphill). You will find our office - Rotmoosweg 52 - on the right side of the street. It is
the fourth house.

 

trip time:
from central station "Hauptbahnhof" to " Hauptplatz" via Nr.3 or Nr.6: approx. 8 min
from "Hauptplatz" to "Andritz" via Nr.4 or Nr.5: approx. 15 min
from "Andritz" to "Rotmoosweg" via Nr.41: approx. 5 min

 

The bus Nr.41 will leave every 15 minutes at Andritz, trams are going every minutes. Further information
about schedules or trip times are also available at Grazer Verkehrsbetriebe (http://www.gvb.at).

 

 

go by car

Visitors comming from the north may take the expressway A9 (Phyrnautobahn). Shortly before Graz you
will drive through two tunnels. Be prepared for the exit "Graz-Andritz" directly after the second tunnel.
Afterwards head for the right side to Graz.

 

Visitors coming from the south, west or east will have to approach "Autobahnknoten Graz-West" (in the
south-west of Graz city) and may change to "Salzburg/Linz" through the "Plabutschtunnel" (tunnel with
total length of 10km) to bypass Graz city. Again, shortly before the next tunnel you will have to take the
exit "Graz-Anritz" and head for Graz city.

 

By now the traffic from all directions would be reconciled.

Drive along "Wiener Strasse" for about 3.2km until you reach a large junction. Right here you will have to
turn to the left.

 

You are now driving along �St. Veiter Straße� until you reach the junction between �Stattegger Straße�
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and �Weinitzenstraße�.

 

Once turned into �Stattegger Straße� you will see the "Rotmoosweg" after approxiamtely 50 meters on the
left side. Keep on driving along the Rotmoosweg until you can see a SPAR supermarket on the right side.

Please look for a parking lot right here. At this very last junction at the supermarket you will only have to
go a few meters uphill and you will find our office (Rotmoosweg 62) on the right side.

travelling time:

Vienna - HM&S 2h,
Linz - HM&S 2,5h,
Salzburg - HM&S 3h,
Klagenfurt - HM&S 1,5h,
Innsbruck - HM&S 6h (via Inntaldreieck),
Bregenz - HM&S 6,5h (via Munich),
Munich - HM&S 4h

coming from the city

For those comming from Vienna - you may try to make your way through Graz city instead of taking the
Plabutschtunnel. The use of a street plan is advised. Your time-saving may be between 5 to 15 minutes,
which depends on the traffic. The distance you will save will be about 12km.

 

From the motorway-exit "Graz-Ost" you will have to turn to the right into "Münzgrabenstrasse" and follow
the street straight ahead. The street will enlarge to a two-lane road and you will have to pass the opera.
Drive along the "Glacis" to "Wirtschaftskammer" and further ahead the "Grabenstrasse". You will reach
the large junction between "Grabenstrasse" and "Andritzer Reichsstrasse", where you can see a JET-gas
station on the left side. Turn right into the "Andritzer Reichsstrasse". Follow this street, which turns into
"Radegunder Strasse" soon, but keep driving straight on.

 

After approximately 2km you will see the SPAR supermarket on the left side. This is the junction with
Rotmoosweg.

Altough Rotmoosweg Nr.52 would be on the right side, please turn left and look for a parking lot here.
Afterwards go uphill the Rotmoosweg and you will find our office at the right side.
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